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Values clarification strategies or activities in
which children explore, list, order, and code their experiences and
thoughts, combined with language experience techniques, can provide
meaningful reading situations. Values strategies function as
affective mobilizers to bring a child's attitudes and emotiops into
interaction with learning materials, thus strengthening memory for

the learning experience. The child's own language is also directly
tied to experience. Some educators have urged that the child's
reading experiences be made an extension of natural language
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needs and interests of the child, then the child is likely to accept
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of language experience to expand further meaningfulness of this theme

with reading growth. (MKM)
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VALUES STRATEGIES IN THE TEACHING OF READING
by Richard Sinatra and Karen Taber Kinsler

Cac teachers of reading nurture the child's reading growth by

-.allowing his self worth to be the cornerstone of his work in reading and

the language arts? Shouldn't we look prismatically at the potential

"somethings" acchild has before we proceed with the many marketplace

prescriptions that pigeonhole reading. thinking processes into neat little

116

packets of objectives? Values. clarification strategies reinforced by

language experience techniques may provide a highly meaningful reading

structure that would place the child at the core. Let's succinctly re-

view the child's interlocking learning circuits that would support this

values clarification plus language experience approach for the child with

reading difficulties.

RELEVANCE

Weinstein and Fantini (1970) suggested that content prescriptions

fail because they lack intrinsic motivation and relevance for the child.

Teachers cannot be ignorant of the child's feelings and concerns in the

selection and use of materials; They felt that the most important factor

in tying relevant content with self - concept is respecting,and validating

the child's inner concerns, his experiences and feelings, indicating

that he does know something.

Meaningful content would necessarily relate school learning to

present and past life outside the classroom. When this relevance is

lacking in the reading curriculum, children may not be motivated to learn

( Glasser, 1969). Reading comprehension taught without relevance in
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Values 2

skill oriented reading clinics and claisrooms ignores the teaching of

concept developmenr from an experiential base. Pupils' affective input

derived from experiences should,he an important resource for reading

comprehension ( Henry, 1974). Therefore, for reading to continue as a

viable source of personal and social communication, it must meet the

.0
real needs of the learner in a satisfactory Way; it must be used-to

satisfy intellectual and emotional needs' ( Harris, 1972).

AFFECTIVE MOBILIZERS

The seeds of relevance are found in one's affect. From the point-

of - view of child development, it would seem thatraffect is the

foundational base for the cognitive structure. Attitudes and emotions

can initiate or propel the learning systems into action, and this suggests

that affective influentes could have their most profound effect in the

child's early educational career (4they, 1970). Since emotions are

impoliant in the lives-of young children, emotions could help the child

to see the relevance of what he is reading. .However, a failure of most

school materials could be that they are lacking in emotional richness

( Glasser, 1969). Ma rials which would bring the child's emotional

culture to the child' earning experiences may bring this relevance to

the classroom. .If these self - same materials could captivate'the child's

interest as well, then motivating forces would be activated that channel

attention and-energize action ( Schubert, 1973).

THE STRENGTHENING OF MEMORY TOW. EXPERIENCE

Memory is also strengthened by diffusion of emotions for an

experience. Schnitker( 1972) pointed out that when experience is colored
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by highly emotional overtones, memory for that experience will become

more firmly established. Furthermore, when one hasan intdrest in a

subject, memory for it will be greater as well. Meaningful learning is

retained better because it has more logically associated bonds with

previous experiences. This linking of perceptions at different times

and different places may be affective or logital ( Moffett, 1968); de-
,.

tails are retrievable because they are associated. with aalagous memories.

Thus, motivation, attention, and memory operate in an interlocking ring

of operants, each interacting with the other to enhance learning ( Berry,

1969).

LANGUAGE, THE BEARER OF EXPERIENCE

As one's emo4onal reaction ties to experience, so does language.

Holed° the two operate in the developing child? Meaning and language

are confluent. Thought and expreision move in continual life wave§sin-

which the crest of one peaks into the other, altering and/or supporting-

the flow of language and thinking. It's this reciprocal rhythm that

gives added meaning to both new ideas and new expression, which in turn,

gives rise to new language development.

As language growth emerges, the child internalizes a self language

to give structure and meaning to the world. This private language is

akin to lived aperience, and would seem to become more meaningful if

the experience was colored by interest and emotion. The organic Key

Vocabulary beginning reading approach of Ashton-Warner (1963) was, in

essence, this very concept; first words were no less than intense captions

of the child's dynamic
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Language and experience are-then, both very personal. and idio-,

syncretic forthe child. The child learns meaning In wholes, that is,

he comprehends and uses language in meaningful units. The search for

meaning proceeds outward from the child's inner self, reflected in the

child's ability td internalize the components of language to achieve,

greater and greater satisfaction from the world. /While the teacher's

language in this process of learning can operate as a positive factor

for motivation ( Azcoaga, 1973), the child learns to reward himself for II

his'acquired language competencies. By his own mastery, he provides his

own continuing motivation and reinforcement; he is his own paymaster

( Berry, 1969). This would imply that teachers should consider the

unique perceptions and language facility of the child before intervention

in the child'i search for meaning is planned ( Dennison, 1974).

Smith, Goodman, and Meredith (1970 capsulized this relationship

of language as the carrier of experience and of language's relationship-

to affect:

Language is.always experienced by the child in the context of

the situation ... The child's reaction to the situation is also

patt of the language - learning process. His emotions and his

developing ability to think, to process his perceptions, and to
begin forming concepts actually become part..ef the situation as

the child experiences it.

REAMING AN EXTENSION OF LANGUAGE

Educators concerned with the mental processes involved in reading

have urged that the child's reading experiences be made an extension of

his natural language learning ( Goodman 1974, Smith 1971). 'Expressive

language can then be regarded as the window of the child's self; his

projects and awareness of potency. Through it, educators can realize
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the child's concerns and relevant interests. Reflecting upon it,

educators can facilitate the child's sense of worth through continuous

reinforcement of the child's self with supportive language. Teachers of
'k

reading can direct this relevant language andthe child's motivation to

succeed and to be valued into reading expansion exercises.

VALUES AT THE CORE OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE

This fine carburation of affect and cognition could be an effect-

tve propelling protedure to motivate for the reading experience. Since

one's values form from conceptualizing of fragmentsof knowledge, values

strategy procedures would be placed at the apex of the learning pyramid

( Harmin, Kirschenbaum, Simon, 1973) to lend greater meaning to the

conceptual and.factual levels of learning. Brown (1971), using another

image, suggested that denying-or ignoring the existence of feelings and

affect in communicative modes would be like constructing &home without

a foundation or'framework. Others have regarded the affective domain as

the most important in children's learning sequences, in, that the child's

attitude:toward learning, toward suc ess, and toward himself should pre-

cede cognitive experiences tin programs of individualiation ( Van Hoven

and Van Hoven, 1974). Recently, teachers of reading have been urged to

motivate the student by valuing him as an individual and by making him

feel that his needs'are understood ( IRA, 1974);

.
If materials are chosen that broaden or coincide with the needs

and interests of the child, then he is likely to accept reading as a

worthwhile venture ( Schubert., 1973). Sensing value in reading would be

conducive to increased deiire to read and would be related to intrinsic
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motivation. When high 'scbool dropouts realized that their thoughts,and

feelings were not only accepted, but were considered worthwhile enough

to be published, they became excited about writing in a language experience

approach to reading ( Mulligan, 1974).

LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE: A NOTE

By its very.nature, language experiences is a meaning centered

approach. In the traditional approach to the method, language is elicit-
.

ed from the child and this language becomes the beginning basis of his

reading and writing experiences ( Spache.and Spache, 1973; Shohen, 19)3).

Since stories are the recording of students' ideas, meaning is not only

bUilt into the method ( McNinch,.Layton, and Noble, 1974),'but the

actual life 'experiences of the children usually .form the basis' of the

content ( Mulligan, 1974). Of all approaches to reading, it is the

language experience apprOach that requires the reader to develop, use,

and reinforce skills such as identifying the topic, stating the main idea

and related details, establishing sequence., drawing conclusions, through

speaking and listening prior to applying these self - same skilli to

their own reading content ( Matteoni, 1973).

Others haVe stressed the meaningfulness of this content to

dffectively stimulate children with the reading experience. Manolakes

and Scian (1974) have provided young children with materials of high'

emotional content ( usually humor) to involve each child in the theme of

a picture story. The authors of RIOTT ( McCracken and McCracken, 1972)

pointed out the importance of concept and vocabulary development through

tfie verbal interaction of one child speaking to the class while the
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. others listen attentively. In this way, the speaker develops a sense of

personal worth and learns that his ideas have both importance and
a

celeunicative worthiness:- Borton (1970) emphasized a sequential thinking'
A

process to generate the student's inner concerns. Children's physical

activity became the basis for language experience exercises, idch as the

writing of haiku and other forms of poetry. The My Books ZBorton, Borton;' .'4.

I-,

and Borton, 1970), designed for the beginning, reader, combined, reading
A 4

I
,

s
exercises with stories that spoke directlli.to'the child's concerns about

-

issues of'greatest importance to him. Ashton-Warner (1963) concisely

expressed this relationship of language, affect,,4nd the, reading technique

ok language experience, when she suggested that first %words medht first

wants, but it,was the words that had to be elicited first.

VALUES IN READING

Teachers of reading can help children become aware of the factori

that are contributing to their reading problems. The teacher can aid the

child in making a value judgment about what it is in his present behavior

''that is contributin4 to his difficulty ( Glasser, 1969). Raths, Harmin,

and Simon (1966) pointed out'that it,is this lack of values that is the

cause of many children's school problems and that when values. strategies

are employed, the problems ease in:intensity and/or frequency. Thus, the

teacher of reading can help the child'to alter self denying behavior t*

become more success oriented.--With a positiviorientation toward goal

directed behavior, the child has accapted 11.1;alues position in relation

to himself. This critical acceptance of achieving behavior then motivates

the individual into the forthcoming reading experiences; making them

3
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meaningful and relevant to his accepird values position. With success,

a Reif-rewarding system is built into the values approach.

After the teacher of readingselects'a valuet strategy to en- o

gage the child to a theme, she uses the techniques of.language ex-

perience to expand further meaningfulness of this theme with reading

growth. Meaningfulness arises from the values sensing in which the

child engages;, language experience procedures tie this meaningfulness'

with reading and writing activities.

To eliminate any potential barrier between student and teacher,

both become equal participants in responding to and participating 'in

values strategies. Each Maytass" on any response to a strategy and

this pass option is to be valued as a response. The participants of

the group, both children and teacher, learn to validate each other,

meaning they demonstrate.positively supporting Statements and

'gestures toward each other for their verbal and pass responses.

SOME SUGGESTED VALUES STRATEGIEtSTIMU'LlIS FOR LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

. The teacher of reading may wish to consult the following sources.

.

for suggested values strategies that can be developed with children.

- Some examples from these sources, of activities that have provided

both a values base And involvement in language.arts processing are these:

t / r / 1 )

1.1 In this strategy, children are asked to list 13 items in

their homes that operate on electricity. This is a writing activity

'where correct spelling is not stressed. 'Ae emAssis is placed upon

getting Meaningfurthoughts on paper. After the list is,GOmpleted,

the participants are asked to make choices by eliminating certain items .

they could most easily do without, and indicating these choices by

4
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N.
crossing out or encircling certain'words. The child has then made

certain values choices which may,determinedn4; he.would relate to this

strategy in the language -arts activities. 'Spatial organization; carel.

Tul'listeningio directions, silent rereading of written materialcand

.

the relating 6f factual inforMation to'a main idea'have been involved.

This activity may alsO be used for a sharing of. choices made by Je

children as the read and discuss what they've written with one another.

2. Twenty Things You Love To Do (Simon, Howe, and iirschenbam, 197-2)

Group participants arc asked to confidentially list 20,.
a

things they love co do. This list is made on the left half of ta

folded paper. if some children or the teacher are unable to think

of 20 things or they wish to list more than 20, that is fine. There

is flexibility to these strategies. The list is drawn from each

person's experiences.

' Once the lists are written, the group is asked...to code

each choice by ,using columns drawn on the right side of the paper.

coding options may be:

$ next to each item. which costs more than $3 each time

it is done;

A next to items which one prefele% do alone;

P next to items. in which one prefers the company of

.other people.

These codings, again, ask the .child to use his skills of listening,

spatial organization, and writing of thoughts. These lists can

be used fot group sharing or for leading into the strategy of

"I Learned Statements" (Simon, 1974). They can also be ingorpor-

I
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ated into values journals (Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum,, 1972).

3. Rank Order (Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaurg,.1972):

This strategy gives, the.Ortictpants'the option of

Ordering choices, according to.,-.their own priorities. Generally,

there is a question given and then several responses listed. The

person choosing, numbers these choices in order of preference
111

last.from first to s

S

is

An example from the values clarification handbo6k

O

Which season do you like best?

winter

summer

spring

fall

This activity requires reading (either oral or silent),

N,
sequencing and thought organization. An extension of rank order

could be to develop a language experience story from it or to have

the child develop his own related rank order, questions and choices

which could be answered by himset, another child, or the teacher

'in a sharing of materials.

TN i'OmCLUSION. SOME TINAL PHOTTGHTS

The child engaged in this values processing-has, in essence,

been using all of his language arts skills to deal with relevant issues

cdncerning himself and his, group. Reading had been a function of the

ehild's total communicative interaction .with the group, sometimes as
a

transmitter and otheE times,'as receiver. The'vehicle has been the.

child's language, hut now it has'acted as a springboard into the deeper

concerns of helping the, child clarify his position and attitudes toward reading.
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